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ATTITUDINAL HEALING IN CUBA
We (Jerry Jampolsky and Diane Cirincione) are
gardeners of sorts. Part of what we do in the world
is to plant seeds of thoughts and possibilities for
people’s personal freedom, choices, and growth.
Some seeds blossom right away while others lay
dormant for a long while, blooming in their own
time and way.
Since early in 2000 we have known intuitively that
we would be called to come to Cuba soon and
only “the when and by whom” remained to be
seen. In the fall of 2002 we received a letter from a
woman named Adele. She had read many of our
books and was asking us to come to Cuba to speak
on the possible applications of Attitudinal Healing
in her country. We immediately knew that this was
the person and this was the time. After many
communications with Adele and Father Marciano
Garcia, a Carmelite Priest, they were able to obtain
two Church Visas enabling us to speak publicly
where it is otherwise forbidden by law with only a
tourist visa. We arrived in Havana in mid May.
It was not until after we landed in Cuba that we
learned how our invitation had actually come to
pass. Adele shared that she had actually written the
letter to us in 1993 after being inspired by one of
our books. She never heard back from us. Late last
year and much to her shock, she came across the
un-mailed letter while cleaning her house. She
decided to mail the letter anyway even though it
was nine years old. Upon receipt, we responded
immediately and made plans to travel there. After
arrival in Havana, we found out more about how it
all began and just what seed took root.

The founding CAH Havana Center group encompasses a diversity of backgrounds and professions
from students to doctors, from translators to priests.

Father Marciano was given Jerry’s first book,
Love Is Letting Go Of Fear, by a visitor to Cuba
as early as 1981 and it was clearly playing a huge
role in his life and ministry as it helped him “to
integrate the theology of his Church with the love
of his God.” For the last 22 years he has been
using AH in his sermons as well as in counseling.
He states that many of his parishioners have
made breakthroughs where before they were
stuck in feeling like victims. He had great passion
for bringing Attitudinal Healing to Cuba and
starting a Center in Havana. He was the one who
gave his book to Adele.
Dr. Alberto Loizaga, Argentine CAH founder, was
invited to join us on our journey. Since any form of
advertising is forbidden, people found out about
our lectures and workshops by word of mouth.
Much to our surprise, every venue was
overflowing, with the largest group numbering
around 500. We found a great thirst by the Cuban
people to be spiritually nourished and to find
another way of looking at the world. When we
flew to Santiago de Cuba we found the people just
as friendly and loving and open as those in
Havana. We were welcomed with open arms
wherever we went. People readily began to see the
value of shifting their perceptions around
victimhood, fear, anger and resentment.
The Cuban people we met found another way of
looking at forgiveness and letting go of the past
extremely helpful. One woman, a university
professor and psychiatrist, stood up and said to
the full cathedral, “This is what we have been
waiting for. We have become so focused on the
toxins in our water and air and living conditions
that we have failed to see the debilitating effects
of the toxins in our thoughts and hearts. Our fear
has allowed us to become stuck in the victim
role.” She stated that “Attitudinal Healing is the
most practical and powerful way of choosing to
let go of our fears, heal our minds, and return our
hearts to love.”
New Centers for Attitudinal Healing began in
Havana and Santiago de Cuba before we left.
What became clear to them and us was that what
was needed was follow-up with in-depth
workshops on Attitudinal Healing and facilitator
training for those wishing to conduct support
groups in various places. Our guidance was to
ask the four founders of the CAH-Cecura in

Mexico City and the one in Guadalajara to travel
to Cuba to do the trainings. They all agreed and
went in September as planned.
The Havana and Santiago de Cuba Centers are in
close contact with us and they shared that the
workshops were life-changing for them.
Obviously the impact was just as great on those
who went there to teach as it was on those who
were there to learn. Carlos and Lucero Aguirre
from Cecura CAH in Guadalajara wrote the
following upon their return to Mexico:

Some of the CAH Santiago de Cuba founding
group with Jerry, Diane, and Dr. Alberto Loizaga
from CAH Buenos Aires

“Mission accomplished! When you told us that
going to Cuba was going to be a transforming
experience, we had no idea how wonderful and
heart touching it would be. We learned so much
from them and received so much love in return
that it was just overwhelming. We worked
closely with about 300 people during the
trainings. Soon Dr. Dominquez will start groups
with ill children and their parents in the hospital
as well as groups for the psychiatrists and
psychologists where there is much interest.
“Our son, Carlos Jr., age 26, joined us on the trip
and connected very deeply with the younger
Cubans. He himself had an amazing
breakthrough while there. He said that he went to
Cuba to try to help others and what he
experienced was that he ‘found a part of himself
that had been lost.’
“Thank you very much for giving us the
opportunity to go to Cuba. Thank you for trusting
us.” We all plan to return again soon.

“It is possible to choose to experience peace on the inside even when
there is chaos going on all around us.”
Healing Principles. The project is called “Giving
Wings to Wheelchairs.” About 35 people come to
the Center twice a week, and half of them are in
wheelchairs. The Center has recently received a
government award for their work in this group. They
work on the premise that “if a person is blind, they
can see with their inner light; if they are deaf they
can listen to their inner voice; and if they cannot
move their arms, they can create wings to love.”

CROATIA
Mrs. Luskin and Dr. Fred Luskin of Stanford University
presented the 2003 Champions of Forgiveness Award in
San Francisco to Drs. Jampolsky and Cirincione and the
International Center for Attitudinal Healing

CHAMPIONS OF FORGIVENESS AWARD
On a warm and fogless first Sunday afternoon of
August, close to a thousand people gathered to
join the Mayor of San Francisco to celebrate the
7th Annual International Forgiveness Day Awards
at the beautiful Bandstand Shell in Golden Gate
Park. Robert Plath, Founder of the Worldwide
Forgiveness Alliance and IFD, was Master of
Ceremonies at this globally connected event
“acknowledging outstanding groundbreakers and
illustrative leaders in the fields of forgiveness,
reconciliation, and peace.”
The Worldwide Forgiveness Alliance’s mission is to
increase awareness, promote observance, and
advance the celebration of International
Forgiveness Day. The purpose for creating this
annual worldwide celebration is to enhance
receptivity to forgiveness in the human
consciousness with a consequent willingness to
resolve the grievances that fragment humankind.
This year WFA/IFD honored Drs. Jerry Jampolsky,
Diane Cirincione, and The International Center for
Attitudinal Healing as Champions of Forgiveness.
Other honorees included Len & Libby Traubman
and Elias & Fanny Botto, Founders of the Jewish &
Palestinian Living Room Dialogue, and Rick
Walker, who spent 12 years in prison for a crime
he did not commit.
Jerry and Diane were also recipients of the Sri
Chimnoy Award in San Francisco earlier this year
for their “original and ongoing contributions to
global transformation.”

ARGENTINA
There is a new support group at the Attitudinal
Healing Center in Buenos Aires, Argentina. It is cofacilitated by Dr. Alberto Loizaga, the Center’s
founder, and Pilar Benitez Veloso and her assistant,
Leonarda. Pilar was born without arms because of
the drug, Thalidomide, her mother was taking
during pregnancy. Pilar has become an
internationally known artist and paints holding the
paintbrush in her teeth and between her toes and
was featured in the JOF newsletter last year.
It was Pilar’s idea to start a group for handicapped
persons in Buenos Aires that would utilize Attitudinal

We recently received a progress report from Maja
Mihic, Founder of the CAH-Zagreb, who writes
from Croatia:
“In the last year we have expanded on the project
called, Weaving Peace Together in Eastern
Slavonia where before the war the women here
used to cooperate with the Bosnian women over
the border. We continue to try to weave together
relationships and mend old wounds. We are also
doing Community Dialogues with Serbian women
in Knin and Bosnian women in Drnis (Dalmation
hinterland). We have this year also started a project
in Lika, a region that has been devastated by war.
Lika borders with Bosnia and is an opportunity to
make more contacts with Bosnian women. One of
the groups is already working with your book
Teach Only Love. The group founder is welleducated and returned from Belgrade where she
was a refugee until last year and contacted me
through our Center’s website. Here in Croatia we
all continue to do work on forgiveness and
Attitudinal Healing is helping greatly as we heal
together as a nation torn apart. Thank you, JOF, for
your ongoing heart-felt support from our humble
beginnings 10 years ago.”

ENGLAND
We met Lindsay Wilcox while we were working in
London, England in 2001 and she and her friends’
hearts became on fire with Attitudinal Healing.
They opened their Center for Attitudinal Healing
that year. JOF has supported their scholarships for
advanced training in AH in California and they
succeeded in finding their own funding for
expanded facilitator training in London this year.
Their person-to-person groups have grown and
other groups are in the works. They say that the
application of AH Principles in their lives has
changed their way of being with each other as well
as with the rest of their community.

PHILLIPINES
When we were giving a workshop on forgiveness
in the Philippine Islands a few years ago, we met
Wawel and Mila Mecado. Five years previously,
Mila, Wawel’s wife of one year, had given birth to
a baby girl. Unfortunately, Mila developed
thromboses and became completely paralyzed
and unable to talk. At the time of the conference
he was angry with God and blamed all their
misfortunes on God. Through the workshop, he
was able to forgive his misperceptions of God and
the world. Wawel’s anger has disappeared and he
now helps other people who find themselves in
similar circumstances.

Wawel wrote to us recently telling us he has a new
electronic way of communicating with Mila and vice
versa. Also, he is starting to run in races again, which
was something he used to do before his marriage. He
recently sent us a newspaper clipping:
“Team Wawel and Mila steals thunder from new
marathon champs. Wawel, sweaty but fulfilled,
earned thunderous applause as he crested the top
pushing the wheelchair of Mila, who became a
quadriplegic seven years ago after giving birth to a
healthy daughter. Wawel stated he was doing this
to encourage families who care for members who
are handicapped to include them in all things that
normal people enjoy. Their 10 km event is just one
of the countless ways of showing their
unconditional love for one another.”

FORGIVENESSWORKS PROJECT
Our ForgivenessWorks Project continues to grow
and expand. Through the Association for Global
New Thought (AGNT), over 100 cities have again
been inspired to set up projects on forgiveness
during the Season for Non-Violence this year. JOF
continues to give lectures and workshops in a
variety of places on a variety of subjects, including
that of forgiveness. In June we were keynote
speakers and presenters at the headquarters of the
Unity Church in Lee’s Summit, Missouri, where we
addressed the Adults of Unity Conference.
Later on in September the AGNT joined with the
Institute for Noetic Science in Palm Springs,
California for a groundbreaking five-day conference
(2000 in attendance) between religious leaders and
scientists. It was entitled “Awakening a Global
Vision: Collective Wisdom and Spiritual Activism,”
where we were asked to make presentations. We
were inspired by the focus on forgiveness by both
organizations as well as the John E. Fetzer
Foundation, a long time supporter of Attitudinal
Healing. The ForgivenessWorks Project has had
direct influences on all three organizations and they
have integrated “forgiveness” recently into their
organization’s mission statements. The fruits of our
work over the years was very gratifying to see as
collectively, the range of influence of these
organizations is enormous.
The shoe inserts that JOF developed that can be
pasted on the inside of the shoe in the heel area
continue to get wide circulation. The insert states,
“May every step you take be one of forgiveness.” We
often suggest to people that it will “heal their soul.”
At airports when we are asked to take our shoes off
when going through detectors, we ask the security
agent to look inside of our shoes. As soon as they
read the statement they begin to smile, and then
ask for one. So in our own way, we are bringing
more love and forgiveness and helping to diminish
fear at the airports that we go through, Cuba
included. The inserts have now been translated
into Spanish and Japanese.
In Hawaii we are co-founders of a statewide
forgiveness project involving the widest range of
participants, from indigenous Hawaiians to various
cultural as well as religious leaders. Centuries-old

racial integrations, while better in Hawaii than in
most places, still present modern day relationship
challenges. Many of us believe that if we can heal
ourselves through forgiveness in Hawaii, then we
can potentially be a model for the rest of the world.
We often envision the possibilities of Hawaii as the
State of Forgiveness.
The first Hawaii International Forgiveness Day
Celebration, held on August 3, was sponsored by
The Hawaii Center For Attitudinal Healing and
Conversations on Forgiveness for Youth. Merton
Chenin, the organizer, is a founding member of the
Honolulu Center for Attitudinal Healing and a part
of JOF’s ForgivenessWorks Project.
Honored as the Hawaii Hero of Forgiveness was
Takashi Tanemore, whose family died in the 1945
bombing of Hiroshima. Over 300 people attended
the event and heard him exclaim that “Peace is not
transforming the masses, but transforming the heart.”

our place in the world of medicine and in general is
dedicated to the service of healing. As nurses, we
have a lot of training in the medical and
psychological aspects of helping patients find their
healing but not much ‘spiritual medical training.’
Please address how we as nurses can contribute on
this level to our patients. The medical community
needs this type of teaching and orientation badly.”
Jerry and Diane were happy to do so.

PUBLIC TELEVISION PROJECT
In 2001 we envisioned the future possibilities of a
90-minute prime-time PBS program on the subject
of forgiveness to be shown nationwide. It would
feature both known and unknown persons who
have had diverse experiences with forgiveness in
their lives. The working title is The Faces of
Forgiveness. The purpose is to raise the
consciousness of the power of choice around
forgiveness in the world and to encourage deeper
integration of it as a tool for experiencing both
inner and outer peace in our everyday lives.
We are the creators of the program and are part of
a team working towards bringing it to fruition. The
Executive Producers, the Director, and the
production team and company have been
selected and are all working together to hone a
common vision and solidify financial support.

Celebrations in Mexico

CECURA CAH GUADALAJARA
CELEBRATES 10TH ANNIVERSARY
Jerry and Diane joined Carlos & Lucero Aguirre
and 150 Center members on October 12 to
celebrate CECURA CAH Guadalajara’s 10th
Anniversary. The Center in Guadalajara currently
offers 14 groups for more than 350 persons each
week. Their services include groups for children
with A.D.D. and their mothers, divorced women,
men accessing their feelings, widowed women
whose husbands have all been murdered, as well
as adults and children in bereavement. This year
the center also started an accredited Thanatology
program for those who wish to work with people
who are facing death. Congratulations CECURA
Guadalajara!

NURSING SCHOOL COMMENCEMENT
The College of Marin School of Nursing graduation
in May presented Jerry and Diane the opportunity
to fulfill the vision of a long-time volunteer to the
International CAH—Sausalito, Carol Shafton.
When asked what she felt the graduates needed
most to hear, she replied, “It seems especially
meaningful that I am writing to you at this time in
the world to discuss what this talk for our graduation
should contain. You have both been such teachers
of peace in the world and my teachers of peace and
love also. I’m eternally grateful for your place in my
life and also for the words that you both will share
with the nurses to be. We are a group that believe

With the amount of fear increasing in the world,
concerns about terrorist attacks, and economic
uncertainty, Attitudinal Healing and forgiveness
are more relevant than ever before. A core
component of the work in Attitudinal Healing
continues to be forgiveness as a choice. The time
has come to stop recycling our anger and to let go
of our grievances and the game of blame and guilt
from the past and to see all the benefits that can
come when we decide to forgive others and
ourselves. It’s our hope to help make forgiveness,
experienced in diverse cultures and faiths, as
important as breathing and eating.

CECURA CAH MEXICO CITY
CELEBRATES 15TH ANNIVERSARY
“I, Maruja Candano, the Founder of the first Cecura
CAH in Mexico, want to share with the Attitudinal
Healing community our joy in CECURA’s 15th
birthday! After all these years we are grateful for so
many learnings and so many miracles in our own
lives and in the thousands of persons that have been
in touch with our Center, CECURA.
“We have helped to start Centers or groups in
many different States in Mexico. Right now we
have two locations in Mexico City with several
groups meeting in each of them. We do facilitator
trainings and workshops in Attitudinal Healing on
a regular basis.
“This year we had a very successful workshop:
‘Interpersonal Relationships: A Masters in Love.’
Twenty hours in six days. After presenting it in
different locations we were invited to present it on a
very popular radio program. The first program was
yesterday and we had many calls! We have also
been offering a program for the shelter for orphaned
children with HIV, which has gone very well.

CECURA CAH Mexico City sharing their 15th
Anniversary Celebration with Jerry and Diane at
the historical University Club

“Jerry Jampolsky and Diane Cirincione asked Dr.
Carlos and Lucero Aguirre from CecuraGuadalajara and my husband, Gerardo, and me
to go to Cuba. They wanted us to do Level I as
well as Attitudinal Healing Group Facilitators
Training workshops after the successful visit they
both had. So the four of us plus their son, Carlos
Jr., an opera singer, went there the first week of
September. Twelve of the people from the Center
groups in Santiago de Cuba were given aid by
JOF to travel to Havana for the trainings. It was
enormously successful as over three hundred
people attended.
“On October 10th at the University Club in
Mexico City there was an evening reception to
celebrate our 15th Anniversary. Jerry and Diane,
along with 200 friends of CECURA, joined with us
to envision an expanded future for Attitudinal
Healing throughout our country.
“The following day with Jerry and Diane and
members of Center groups from all over Mexico
was a day of great learning for all of us and is
already bearing fruits. For instance, one facilitator
who was afraid of starting a group for parents with
gay children (her son was gay and died of AIDS)
told me on the following Tuesday that after the
work with Jerry and Diane she knew that she had
both the choice and the ability to let go of her own
fear and start healing her own issues by facilitating
that group that another mother had asked her to
do. She remembered that “we often teach that
which we most want to learn.”
“We invite all of you to join us in our gratitude to
God, to Attitudinal Healing, to Jerry and Diane and
their Jampolsky Outreach Foundation and to all
the people from the International Center for
Attitudinal Healing in Sausalito who trusted in us
and helped our dream evolve and come true over
these many years! Special mentions to the
International Network that put together the
International Conferences that help us to
remember that we are all connected as one.
“Both my personal and professional lives are
absolutely better because of Attitudinal Healing! I
hear this very exclamation every day from people
in many of our states. So... rejoice with all of us
here in Mexico in this wonderful work.”
Maruja Candano, Co-Founder and Executive
Director, Cecura—Mexico City

“ H e a l t h i s i n n e r p e a c e a n d H e a l i n g i s t h e l e t t i n g g o o f f e a r. ”
ATTITUDINAL HEALING COMES HOME

CASTLE HOSPITAL

After over two decades of experiencing the
transformational power that Attitudinal Healing
can effect in people’s lives in 54 countries, we
were still not prepared for what transpired this
past year within our own family. Larry Girard,
Diane’s stepfather of 36 years, whom she
actually introduced to her mother in 1967, was
diagnosed with Lewy Body Disease, a rare
combination of the most challenging aspects of
Alzheimers and Parkinsons diseases.

The Castle Center for Attitudinal Healing at the Castle
Wellness and Lifestyle Medicine Center in Kailua,
Oahu, Hawaii has continued to grow. March 2003 was
declared “Attitudinal Healing Month” throughout the
entire Castle Medical Center.

For an active and
athletic man with an
illustrious career in
the aviation industry,
being confined to a
wheelchair with round
the clock caregivers
was perhaps the most
challenging experience
of his life. He often
resisted and resented it,
like most of us would
probably have done.

Educational programs continue as well as person-toperson support groups each week. These groups are
for people who have no illness but who want to learn
how to incorporate Attitudinal Healing Principles into
their own lives as tools to better face life’s challenges.
Castle Medical Center declared March 2003 as
People who attend range in Attitudinal Healing Month with events and
from 20 to 80 years displays. Dr. John Westendahl, Exec. Dir. of the
JAMPOLSKY OUTREACH FOUNDATION ages
and come from all walks of Castle CAH, is joined by facilitators from the
Since 1978 the work of the Jampolsky Outreach
life. Adjunct support Oahu CAH and the Int’l Center in Sausalito, CA.
Foundation (JOF) has served to support the work
groups have recently
of Gerald G. Jampolsky, M.D. and Diane V.
expanded to other parts of the island including one working with the elderly.
Cirincione, Ph.D. as they are guided to respond to
In March 2003 at Castle Medical Center we did a public lecture to a full house
calls throughout the world to meet the needs of
on Attitudinal Healing on the subject of “Change Your Mind, Change Your
those people, organizations, and governments
Life.” Additionally that month, we did Attitudinal Healing trainings focusing on
who wish to incorporate the Principles of
practical spirituality. We shared stepping stones on how we can move from
Attitudinal Healing and ‘practical spirituality’ into
fear to love and trust; how we can let go of our pre-occupations with the past
their personal, professional, and/or community
and the future; and how we can become fully present as we let go of our
lives. JOF also acts as a supplemental support on
judgments through forgiveness. These trainings had professional as well as
special projects/needs and the JOF Scholarship
personal applications. Both medical personnel as well as the general public
Fund to the International Center for Attitudinal
attended. These events were also supported by staff from the International CAH
Healing in Sausalito, California, founded by Dr.
in Sausalito as well as the CAH—Honolulu.
Jampolsky in 1975.

Being a strong man, he
fought to keep his
independence at every
turn. After he became
ill last year, it was often
difficult to experience both his inner and outer pain.
While the devoted love of his beloved wife, Phyllis,
and family and friends was deeply supportive of
Larry, it was in actuality his AH Center—Sausalito
weekly support group that healed his heart. It was
there that he first allowed himself to experience the
pure, unconditional love his fellow group members
provided. It was from there that he shared with us
the following, which sums up his profound choice
of love over fear, peace over conflict, and choosing
to be a love finder rather than a fault finder during
his last months.
He stated, “I broke down in the despair that I was
such a burden to my family and worthless to
others. The group was such a safe place for me to
share and to receive so much love and nonjudgmental support. I feel as though for the very
first time in my life that I have taken off all the
masks I have worn and feel more like who I
really am than ever before. And even though this
has come very near the end of my life, I am
grateful that it has come, for so many people
never actually experience this. I have never
known such inner peace.”
From that day on Larry’s peace grew and affected
everyone around him up to and including the
moment of his peaceful passage. It occurred in the
early morning hours of July
25th with Phyllis and Diane
holding him close. He will
always be remembered and
deeply missed.

Lawrence Aimé Girard
(1922-2003)

Facilitator training was also offered for those wishing to facilitate AH Groups
on Oahu. It was sponsored by the CAH—Honolulu and the work of CoFounders Barbara Kirk and Roger Epstein. This Center also co-sponsored the International Day of
Forgiveness in Honolulu in August as well as the Cookie Bake with Wally Amos in November to raise
awareness and support for AH in Hawaii.
The town of Hilo on the Big Island was the location for a lecture and workshop on AH for psychologists and
medical personnel, as well as the general population. We were joined by staff from the Sausalito Center and
we each continue to mentor individuals and their initiation of AH support groups on the Big Island.

YEARS END
The Jampolsky Outreach Foundation continued its tradition of mentoring, giving consultation, and providing
other levels of leadership and support to emerging as well as established Centers for Attitudinal Healing as
part of the 150 independent Centers/Groups network now located in 28 countries on 5 continents.
New Centers and Group were established this year in 10 U.S. cities and 2 Canadian provinces as well
as in Costa Rica, Cuba, England, Mexico, New Zealand, Northern Ireland, Sweden, and Switzerland.
JOF scholarships in 2003 for diverse trainings in Attitudinal Healing were provided through the
International Center for Attitudinal Healing in Sausalito, California to individuals from Japan, Canada,
Hawaii, Jamaica, and Northern Ireland.
The worldwide response of humanitarian, educational, conflict resolution, and support work in
Attitudinal Healing of the Jampolsky Outreach Foundation continues to be made possible through the
generosity and loving support of Ted and Vada Stanley.
The publication of The Journey as well as the ongoing development of the www.ForgivenessWorks.org
website has been made possible through inspirational support of Hal and Dorothy Thau.
Support for special projects of the Foundation was also received from Robert and Lexi-Brockway Potamkin,
Steve Goodfellow, Denise Goodfellow Larry and Joyce Stupski, Fred and Chris Matser, Arthur and Peggy
Jampolsky, Larry and Phyllis Girard, Warren Wertheimer, Edward and Carole Rudman, and Dale and Liz Edlic.
Gerald G. Jampolsky, M.D., Founder, The Center for Attitudinal Healing
Diane V. Cirincione, Ph.D., President, Jampolsky Outreach Foundation
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